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This invention relates to a method of opening solid 
underground formations containing soluble or liques 
cent constituents therein for ?uid mining. Examples of 
materials which may be mined by this process are salt, 
potash, trona, sulfur, mineral ores and the like. This 
application is a continuation-in-part of my prior applica 
tions Serial No. 637,684, ?led February 1, 1957, now 
Patent No. 2,952,449, and Serial No. 628,485, ?led De 
cember 17, 1956, now abandoned. 
The terms of “borehole” or “boreholes” when used 

in this application refer broadly to any borehole or 
point of entry into an underground formation. For 
example, a fracture may be between a plurality of bore 
holes and an outcrop or between a borehole and a pre 
viously opened mine, as well as between a plurality of 
wells or drill-holes in a solid formation. 

In mining a substantially non-permeable underground 
formation containing deposits such as salt, potash, trona, 
sulfur, mineral ores and like materials, it is desirable 
to open an underground passage between two or more 
adjacent boreholes to permit the flow of liquid there 
between. The greater the distance between these bore 
holes the more technically and substantially feasible the 
mining operation becomes, as the cost of drilling the 
boreholes is many times that of hydraulically fracturing 
the formation. From a technical standpoint, the longer 
the retention time of the ?uid within the underground 
cavity, and the greater the area of contact of the re 
moval ?uid with the formation to be removed, the 
more el?cient is the mining operation. A long solution 
path, with a large area of contact with the formation 
to be removed provides a greater degree of saturation 
in passing from an input to an outlet well. This is par 
ticularly true in the solution mining of relatively thin 
salt and mineral beds, such as trona beds, potash beds, 
copper veins, etc., Where it is impossible to get a large 
solution exposure in a vertical direction. There is a 
limit, however (diifering for each formation) to the dis— 
tance over which a single pair of wells can be brought 
into communication by hydraulic fracturing. 
An object of this invention is to provide a method for 

the ?uid mining of an underground deposit, whereby 
an elongated narrow fracture path may be produced 
through the formation, through which a dissolving or 
extraction ?uid may pass to extract mineral values from 
the formation. 

Another object is to provide a method for creating 
an underground connection between boreholes which 
are spaced a substantial distance from each other. 
A further object is to provide a means for intercon 

necting boreholes so that a ?uid may be ?owed between 
boreholes from a pre-selected horizontal plane to another 
pre-selected horizontal plane through a plurality of inter 
connected fractures formed at the base of a plurality of 
separate boreholes or wells drilled into the formation. 
A still further object is to provide a means for inter 

connecting fractures at the base of a plurality of bore 
holes when the line of fracture from one of the bore 
holes has diverged in a direction away from another 
borehole. 

Various other objects and advantages will appear to 
those skilled in the art as the description of this inven 
tion proceeds. 
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Experience indicates that in the future an increasing 
proportion of the workable salt deposits and ore bodies 
adjacent to or readily accessible to centers of civilization 
or markets will be at greater and greater depths and 
that economical methods of reaching and extracting these 
salt and ore bodies at greater depth must be used. The 
methods herein described are applicable to secure these 
results. 

Generally stated, this invention provides for the crea 
tion of an underground interconnection between frac 
tures at the base of a plurality of boreholes by hydrauli 
cally fracturing the formation adjacent each of the bore 
holes and interconnecting the fractures, while maintain 
ing the fracture open, adjacent the base of each of a 
plurality of boreholes, until the fractures adjacent the 
base of each borehole have been washed through and 
a clear passage formed from the ?rst borehole in the 
series to the last borehole in the series. The length and 
direction of the fracture from any borehole will vary 
and be affected by the type of formation and the pressure 
thereon as well as the depth of the formation at the 
point of fracturing. 

In solution or thermal mining between two or more 
boreholes in a solid, substantial, non-porous underground 
formation, such as a trona or salt formation, a mineral 
deposit, it is often desirable to space the inlet and outlet 
wells as far apart as possible and preferably at such ‘a 
distance apart that the area of the fracture initially pro 
duced adjacent one well will not extend to the other well, 
but if it is desired to open the formation to solution 
mining by ?owing between only two boreholes, the 
wells must be located su?icently close together that the 
line of fracture from each of the boreholes will inter 
communicate. 

I have discovered that it is not of absolute necessity 
that the maximum fracturing distance between bore 
holes in a given formation be predetermined in order 
to give the maximum distance between boreholes and 
still insure that the fractures from each borehole will 
intercommunicate. For a third, fourth or more bore 
holes, if necessary, may be drilled intermediate two end 
boreholes and the formation adjacent this third or fourth 
or more borehole fractured so as to communicate with 
the fractures from the ‘first two or end boreholes. By 
plugging or sealing the intermediate borehole or bore 
holes, a communication between the ?rst two or end 
boreholes of a series is established. 

Even, however, where the third or more borehole is 
within the extent of the line of fracture from the ?rst 
borehole, this invention may be used to create an ex 
tended underground communication between boreholes 
with greater facility. The fracture from a borehole be» 
comes narrow and tapers to a feather edge as it progresses 
farther away from the borehole being fractured. This 
presents frictional restraint to the ?ow of liquid through 
the underground channel. By fracturing from the sec 
ond, third, fourth or more boreholes, the thickness of 
the fractured zone is increased, said increase allowing 
the ?ow of liquid between spaced boreholes at the end 
of the series with substantially lless resistance. 

I have further discovered that if, when fracturing from 
a second, third or more boreholes to intercommunicate 
with the fracture from a ?rst borehole, a substantial pres 
sure is maintained along the line of fracture from the 
?rst fractured boreholes to keep the fracture in the forma 
tion open, communication between the end boreholes is 
established with greater facility. 
A desirable way to maintain such elongated, intercon 

nected fractures open while a clear solution path is 
washed through between an input and an output well 
is to maintain a pressure in the fractures su?icient to 
prevent closing or resettling of the fractured formation 



;to the point of fracture is su?‘icient. 

' jlarge?oor area is exposed to solution mining. 

' formation. 

until a clear solution path has been, established through 
; the formation. This may be done by‘continuing to pump‘ 
a fracturing and dissolving liquid intorthe fractures ad 
.jacent the base of a plurality of three or more wells at 
a pressure sufficient to ?oat or hydraulically support the 
formation above the fracture upon the fracturing liquid 
or to seal the'fracturing liquid in each fracture under a 
‘pressure sufficient to ?oat or hydraulically support the 
formation above the fractures. After the fractures have 
been interconnected at a pressure su?icient to float or 
hydraulically support the overlying formation on the frac 
turing r?uid~anda clear solution path washed through 
betWeenVthe input and output wells, the formation may 
be permitted to return to its normal environmental pres 
sure, in other words, to resettle, and the clear solution 
.path will still remain open for the passage of a dissolving 
or liquefying ?uid from the input'to the output well at 
only sufficient pressure to overcome the static head and 
frictional resistance of the ?uidjpath. 
The pressurerequiredto part the formation is depend- ‘ 

cut on the type of formation, butrit has been found that 
a pressure in p.'s:i.g.¢(p'ounds per square inch gauge) ‘of 
‘from 1 to 1.8 times the depth of the formation in feet 

initiated in a horizontal plane, ‘will generally form more I 
-:or less ‘of acircular pattern about the borehole with the 
zone of fracture‘ being of greatest thickness adjacent the; 
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Where sealing against such natural permeability can be 
practiced by use of plugging materials. ' . 

In the accompanying drawings: a ' 

FIG. 1 shows a series of four boreholes drilled into 
an earth formation, containing a trona bed, and hydrau 
lically fractured at the base of each borehole to form an 
interconnected fracture from the ?rst to the fourth bore 
hole. ' ' ' 

vFIG. 2 is a diagrammatic illustration showing how in 
terconnection between diiferentboreholes may be brought 

' about at di?erent levels when the line. of‘ fracture from 

The fracture, when . ' 

borehole and tapering off to a feather edge along the 1 
outer circumference of the circle." If the fracture is at 
an interface between a soluble and an insoluble stratum, 
afractur'e' of this type exposes a large roof area of the 
formation to solution mining and if the fracture is wholly ' 
within a'soluble stratum, both a large roof area and a 

Vertical or diagonal fractures may be initiated in speci 
. ?ed'formation's where desired and the fractures may be 

initiated at diiferentrdepths in the formation so as to 
*bring the ‘fractures into communication at different eleva 
tions, to connect portions‘ of a mineral or salt vbed lying 
at di?erentdepthsinthe formation or vertically displaced 
relative to different portions thereof by faults in the 

The fracture may'not extend i 
plane due to the presence of natural faults ‘or irregulari! 
ties'in the formation, sothat a fracture’ adjacent the bot-, 
toniof one borehole-may" intersect the second or third 

' ‘boreholes several feet above or below the desiredfrac 
eture point of the other borehole. 

While. the process of this invention will be described 
with referenceto the‘ drilling of three or more boreholes 
in a substantially straight line and the opening of a pas 
sage therebetweemit is to be understood that the process is 
equally applicable to situations'where it is desired to drill 
' a plurality, of boreholes into the formation in a circle,’ semi; 
tcirclei rectangle, triangle or the like,rand establish under 
ground connect-ionsrtherebetween by fracturing the forma- . 
"tion adjacent the base of three or more boreholes and 

V interconnecting the fractures. ' ' ' 

‘ ~ Per purposes of illustrating‘ea'n e 

'venti'on, reference ‘will hereafter be made to the recovery 
;of. anunde'rground trona deposit found in Green River, 

. ‘Wyoming, where the'main'trona bed is approximately 12 
' feet in thickness and lie 

mbodirnent of this in 

s in a substantially horizontal 
plane. 1 ' V a ' V . 

7 It will be understood, however, that the principles of 
this invention are'applicable to various salt beds‘ and 
gore bodies located'in dense, non-permeable formations 
Whereqfractures maybe initiated and propagated for sub 
stantial distances without loss of pressure on the. forma-V 
tion, due to dissipation of the fracturing ?uid, into poresin 
the formation, as happens where a'fra'cturing ?uid is ' 
pumped into a porous oil sand formation and no substan 
tial pressure can be maintained 'on the fracturing ?uid due 

' to its rapid leakage or penetration into the pores'of the 
oil sands or into'rother pores in a porous formation or 

one or. more boreholesdeviates from the horizontal. 
FIG. 3 is a plan view illustrating diagrammatically how 

a solution path is formed. in ,a substantiallylstraight line 
through hydraulic fractures at ‘the base of four boreholes. 
FIG. 4 is a' 'plan view illustratinga semi-circular ar 

rangement of boreholes. - 1 ' ' " > 

. In recovering trona as'show'n in- FiG. 1 according to 
the. methods of this ‘invention, wells'A, B, Cand D are 
'drilled into the formation, to ‘a depth preferably just 
V'beyc-nd the lower interface of the trona bed. The wells 
;are spaced a substantial distance apart, for ‘example, a 
distance of 600 to 800 feet’ or more, The wells are cased 
.and cemented according to conventionalrpract'ices and care 
is taken to Usecement slu'rries that will not shrink on 
setting and will bond with the rock materials that may be 
present, such as oilsh'ale, anhydrite, andthe like. The 
formation may be ,underreamed at the base of each Well, if 

. esired. After the Wells" arelcompleted?he formation is 
~ perforated by conventional means at the lower interface of 
‘the trona bed. If the formation at the bottom of the well 
ispermeable, it may’ be necessary to seal ‘offjthe' bottom 
of the‘well before fracturing. After sealing, if necessary, 
'andperforation, the trona bed adjacent well A is frac 
tured by. subjecting the perforated formation to a pres 
sure sufficient torpart theformation. The initial parting 

' ,ofjthe formationis markediby a sudden drop in pres 

n the same horizontal ' 

50 

sure, As shown in FIG; 1,,E'repre'sents the fracture ad 
- jacent well'A, " . > 7 e 

> Due to the distancebetweenwells, a'communication 
cannot ‘be, made by fracturing from wellA alone. The 
Inextstepjisito similarly fracture from well B to create 
fracture F whichfis. Sl10WIi;lIl;F§IG. l, as communicating 
with fracture EQ In a similar'manner the formation at the 
“base ‘of Well Cis fracturedto form the fracture indicated 
diagrammatically at G and the formation adjacent the 
base of ‘well D is fractured to form the fracture H, with 
each of the fractures E,_F, iGf-and H communicating with 
“the next adjacent fracture fir-fractures so that communica 
‘tion, is formed throughthejformation from wellA to well 
D. . , . . V 

.‘Duringjthe-fracturing from Well B ‘a substantial pres 
sureis maintained along? the line of fracture from well > 
,A to keep thelfracture open so that the interconnection of 
the fractures E' and F'is brought aboutewith greater facil 
ity. . This operation may ‘beperformed by holding a pres 
.sure on well A high enoughto'support the overburden. 
above the fracture, after fracturing well A, to keep‘ the 
formation .~through which the fracture has’ penetrated 
from closing while fracturinglfrom -Well B; If the frac~ 
ture formed’ at the lbase of any well is permitted toiclose 

‘ by relief of the’ pressure on the'formation' at this fracture, 
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the resettling of the formation-tends, in some’ formations, 
tojreseal the fracture Or'to break up the formation'adja 
.cent the fracture and to cause .the, production of in; 
§numerable small fractures :insteadof preserving the origi 
'nal_7wider fracture. "The pressure on fracture 7E adjacent 
the base‘ of well A may be kept up by continuing torpurnp 
.a fracturing fluid into well A under 'su?icie'nt ‘pressure to 
hydraulically support or ?oat the ‘overlying formation on 
“the fracturing fluidjin the fracture E‘ or by sealing the head 
of well A to maintain a formation?oating pressure on 

'-the ?uid'in fracture E. V 7' 1 1 1 I . j V V Inasimilar manner the ‘fractures at. the base of wells 

B, C and D are kept open until all the fracturesare inter 
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connected, and the formation ?oating pressure is main 
tained on the fractured formation from wells A to D 
during a wash through period in which a dissolving or 
liquefying ?uid is pumped through the formation be 
tween wells A and D until a clear channel has been dis 
solved out or formed through the formation after which 
the overburden supporting pressure may be- relieved and 
the formation permitted to settle without fear that the 
passage between wells A and D will be blocked. 

After a clear passage has been formed between wells 
A and D, wells B and C may be plugged by inserting 
packers B’ and C’ or other sealing means at the bases 
thereof, or by sealing at the surface as by closing valves 
\1 and 2, or by cementing, or the like, to shut off these 
wells and cause a dissolving or liquefying solution to flow 
between wells A and D to dissolve or liquefy and remove 
trona, salt, sulfur or the like from the underground forma 
tion. 

‘In situations where the intermediate wells are to be 
used only for hydraulic fracturing and are not to be used 
in later production, the intermediate wells, such as B and 
C may be uncased boreholes, and may be of smaller di 
ameter than the production wells or end wells A and D. 
The formation at the bottom of the uncased intermediate 
wells may be hydraulically fractured by inserting a packer 
or packers at the point of the desired fracture and apply 
ing the fracturing pressure between the packer and the 
base of the well or between two packers in the well. 
FIG. 2 illustrates the situation which prevails when 

the fracture from a well deviates from the desired hori 
zontal plane or when it is desired intentionally to form 
intercommunicating fractures at different depths in the 
formation. As therein illustrated, the fracture E from 
the base of well A has angled upward, or has been in 
tentionally angled upward, as indicated at E’ into a higher 
trona bed T. ‘The well B has been drilled into the bed T 
and fracture F formed to communicate with fracture E 
and a third well D has been drilled into the lower trona 
bed and the formation fractured at G to communicate 
with the other two fractures. Likewise, as described in 
connection with FIG. 1, the interconnection of the three 
fractures may be brought about with greater facility by 
maintaining pressure on well A to keep the fracture E 
open while fracturing from well B and from well D. This 
will occur even if fracture G should also follow the 
same fault along which fracture E angles. 

After a clear solution path has been formed between 
wells A and D, well B may be sealed by inserting a packer 
B’ at the base thereof or by closing the valve at the top, 
or by cementing or otherwise sealing to cause dissolving 
solution to ?ow through the formation between wells A 
and D. 
While it is preferred to fracture wells A, B, C and D 

in sequence andv to keep the fracture adjacent the bottom 
of each well open by maintaining a separating or ?oating 
pressure on the fractured formation while the next ad 
jacent well is being fractured, and during any wash through 
period, the exact order of fracturing and washing through 
is not critical and two or more of the wells may be simul 
taneously fractured if desired. , 

In fracturing and interconnecting a plurality of wells 
it is sometimes desirable to drill two wells, namely, an 
input and an output well, into the formation and to frac 
ture each of said wells and maintain the ?uid in each of 
said wells under su?icient pressure to keep the fractures 
at the base of said wells open and to drill one or more 
intermediate wells and after the end wells have been frac 
tured if the fractures do not interconnect to fracture the 
intermediate well or wells and maintain su?icient pres 
sure on the intermediate well or Wells to keep the fracture 
adjacent the base of the intermediate well or wells open 
and continue to pump ?uid into the intermediate well or 
wells until the fracture at the base of the intermediate 
well or wells is interconnected with the fracture at the 
base of the input and output wells and to maintain the 
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6 
separating or ?oating pressure on the fractured forma 
tion during any wash through period and then seal the 
intermediate well or wells and pump the removal liquid 
through the formation between the input and output 
wells. 
By fracturing at the base of three or more spaced 

wells, a longer initial ?ow circuit is established and the 
initial flow path is narrower. Thus, as indicated in 
FIG. 3, a series of wells A, B, C and D have been drilled 
in a substantially straight line and interconnected as 
described above. The outlines of the original fractures 
E, F, G and H are indicated in dotted lines and the 
solution or flow path between wells A and D has been 
indicated at S by dash dot lines. When a clear solu 
tion path has been established between wells A and D 
and the ?oating pressure has been relieved to permit 
the formation to resettle, the outer edges of fractures 
E, F, G and H tend to reseal themselves and con?ne 
the ?ow to the clearly washed solution path S. 
By having a long and relatively narrow solution path 

S between wells A and D, the velocity of ?ow is higher, 
there is less stratification and stagnation of the solution 
than if it spread into the outlines of fractures E, F, G 
and H and the longer flow path provides a higher degree 
of saturation of the output solution. Where a heated 
solution is circulated between wells A and D, there is 
less loss of heat to the formation. 

FIG. 4 shows wells A, B, C and D drilled in a semi 
circle and interconnected for flow between the base of 
wells A and D as previously described. The outlines 
of the original fractures are indicated at E, F, G and H 
and a curved solution path S’ between wells A and D 
has been shown. When the dissolving or removal 
liquid is pumped at high velocity between wells A and 
D it tends to even more turbulent flow through a curved 
path than through a straight path, with the advantages 
recited above. 

Example 

Wells A, B, C and D Were drilled into a trona forma 
tion to varying depths of between 1500 and 1750 feet 
at which depth the wells penetrated the main trona bed 
lying approximately 1500 feet underground. The wells 
were placed at a distance of 600 feet apart. The thick 
ness of the main trona bed was about 12 feet. The 
wells were drilled and cased to a point slightly below 
the main trona bed and the casings cemented into place 
and the wells and the formation adjacent the lower in 
terface of the trona bed at each well Were perforated 
substantially at the lower trona-shale interface. 

Pressure was applied to the formation adjacent well 
A by pumping water into the well. Pressure was built 
up to about 1600 p.s.i.g. in about 1 minute’s time, and 
after a few minutes resulted in a parting or fracturing 
of the formation so that two minutes and twenty seconds 
after the application of pressure was started, the pres 
sure had dropped to 1020 p.s.i.g. and then gradually de 
creased to about 925 p.s.i.g. After pumping water into 
well A at a pressure of about 925 p.s.i.g. at the rate of 
about 200 gallons per minute for sufficient length of 
time to spread the fracture from the base of well A, 
well A ‘was sealed to hold the pressure on the formation 
at about 925 p.s.i.g. and water was pumped into well B 
to generate a pressure of about 1600 p.s.i.g. on the 
formation adjacent the perforation at the bottom of 

_ well G. After a few minutes’ time the pressure dropped, 
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indicating the ‘formation of a fracture adjacent the base 
of well B. Normally, the pressure required to produce 
a fracture adjacent the well B is somewhat smaller 
than the pressure required to produce the initial frac 
ture at the base of well A, and the pressure then drops 
to about 925 p.s.i.g. Water was continually pumped 
down well B at a pressure of about 900 p.s.i.g. and at 
the rate of about 200 gallons per minute to spread the 
fracture around well B and well B was then sealed or 



shut in’ "so as to hold the pressure‘on the fracture at 
‘the base of well B at around 925 p.s.-i.g. Water was 
then pumped down Well C at a pressure su?icient to 
fracture the formation adjacent the well C and after a ' 
fracture had been formed, as indicated by a drop in " 
pressure, pumping down well C was continued at the 
rate of approximately 200 gallons per minute and a 
pressure of about 925 p.s.i.g. until .the fracture around 
the base of well C had spread subst'antiallyto intersect 
the ‘fracture around the base of, well B. Well '0 was 
then sealed or shut in so as to hold the pressure on the 
formation at about’ 925' p.s.i.g. and water was then 
pumped down well D at a pressure high enough to 
fractureat the base of well D, and after the fracture 
had been formed, pumping of Water down well D at 
‘the rate of about 200 gallons per minute under pressure 
of about 925 p.-s.i.g. was continued until the fracture 
at the base of well D had spread'to intersect the frac 
ture at the base of well C. ' ' ' 

The valve at the top' of well A was then opened 
slightly to permit some ?ow from. well A while con 
tinuing to maintain the pressure at the base of wells A, 
B, C and D at the pressure necessary to ?oat or hy 
draulically support the overburden on the fracturing fluid 
in the fractures at the base of Wells A, B, C and D. 
As' ?uid began to flow from the slightly open valve'of 
Well A pumping was continued down well D at a rate 
and pressure .s'u?icient to cause ?ow from well D‘ to 
Well A, and ‘when the valve of well A could be opened 
to permit a rate of ?ow from well A substantially corre 
sponding to the rate of input into well D without a 

' Vipressure drop in the interconnected wells ‘,B and C,,.the' 
pressure, was relieved by opening the valves on wells B 
and C. This permitted the pressure on the liquid in 

'the fractures E, F,~G and H to be reduced and the 
formation to return to its normal environmental pres 
,sure. In the meantime, however, a clear solution path 

' suchas indicated at S‘had been washed through be 
' tween wells Aand D and a dissolving liquid for salt 
'or a'hot ext-traction liquid-for sulfur can’ be circulated 

D to remove the salt ,orvmineral between‘ wells A and 
from the formation. , 

After a clear solution 

8 t i 

that this is only an illustrative embodiment and that the 
number of wells can still be further increased and that the 
length ‘of thersolution path can likewise be increased. 

‘ Where a saturated solution atthe temperature of the sol 
vent or liquefying ?uid can be gotten by circulating be 

a tween Wells D7 and B or between any two wells, the un 

' ous to persons skilled in the artra'nd 

35 
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path'has been formed between ' 
'wells. A and D, it is sometimes preferable to open Wells’ 
B and C, and insert packersatfthe base of the well - 
casings to'preventjthe vlrlot'solution'from stagna'ti'ng in .. 
the well casing, and precipitating and plugging these ' 
casings. However, if the valvesv at the'head of Wells 
C and D are maintained, slightly open, a sufficient ?ow’ 
of solution from thesewellstcajn be maintained to pre- . ' 

ventfprecipitation of salt in the casing of- wells C and While the main ?ow of the dissolving ?uid is, still d1 

7' . rected between wells A, and D. . 
If wells B and C are notplugged and are kept open a 

I described, they can be used for back ?owing or for re- I 
versing the flow of’ solution at anytime by merely opening 
the valve at the head of'wells .B or C and either permitting 
‘the solution to ?ow therefrom or pumping solution into the 
open Well. In either event, a reversal‘or partial reversal 
of ?ow'and change of ?ow patternmay'be accomplished 
which sometimes has the advantage; of openin'g'up new 
surfaces of the formation being mined to the action of the 
dissolving or liquefying ?uid. ' ' ' i ' " ,While the invention has been described with particular 

reference to the recovery of salt, sulfur or mineral deposits, 
'when'used in oil'bearing formations, or in the recovery of _ 
oil from oil shale formations, a, longer ?ow path between 
an input and an outlet well can be established by the teach 
ings of this invention than by heretofore known methods 

’ 'anda heatedremoyal ?uid or a'solvent maybe circulated 
thiough the oil bearing formation to liquefy or remove oil ' 

’ deposits 'not readily removable by thernorm'al oil recovery 
f techniques, . ' , ' W '7 a 

The invention has .beendescribed speci?cally as cover-7 
'ing'theconnection ofjfour wells, but it will be understood 

needed length of the solution path may be discontinued by 
plugging or sealing one or more of the wells on either end 
of the string. By opening a formation to solution mining 
in this way, a longer solution path giving a substantially 
saturated solution can be initially formed, and as the size 
of the cavities become larger and longer solution paths are 
no longer‘necessary, the solution path can be readily cut 
down as described. Thus, by providing a long solution 
path initially by interconnecting fractures at the base of 
three or more wells, a saturated solution may be secured 
from the beginning of the operation of a well string, and a 
long period of production at low saturation avoided and as 
the saturation rises, the length of the string may be reduced 
or the solution path may be divided'into two or‘ more sep 
arate solution paths while still, maintaining the desired de 
gree of saturation. ' ' 

Various other modi?cations and changes will be obvi 
are within the scope 

of the appended claims. 
I claim: 7 ' _ a a’ 

1. The method of mining a mineral removable in liquid 
form from 'an underground formation between input and 
output wells, which comprises drilling, Wells into said for 

. mation, pumping a fracturing ?uid into one ofv said, wells 
under sufficient pressure to produce a fracture-in the for 
mation at the basev of said Well, maintaining the ?uid in 
said well under su?icient pressure, to keep said fracture 
open, pumping’ a'fracturing ?uid into the other of said 
wells under sufficient pressure to produce a fracture at the 
base of ,said other Well, maintainingthe?uid in ‘said other 
well under su?icient pressure to keep said fracture open, 
drilling an intermediate well between the input and output 
wells, pumping a fracturing ?uid into' the'intermediate 
well under sufficient pressure tocproduce a fracture at the 
'base of said intermediate well .and continuing to ‘pump 
?uid into the intermediate well under su?icient pressure to 
.maintain said fracture open untilthe fracture at the base 

' of said intennediatewell. is interconnected with the frac 
ture at the, base ofsaidinput and output wells and then 
sealing the intermediate well and pumping a removal liq~ 

' uid through the formation’ between the input and, output 
wells to liquefy and remove mineral from said formation. 

2. The method of mining a mineral removable in liquid 
form froman underground formation’ between input and 

7 output wells, which comprises drilling wellsp'into said for 
mation, pumping a fracturing ?uid into one of. said wells 
under su?icient pressure to produce a fracture in the for 
mation ‘at the base of said well, maintaining the ?uid in 
said well under su?icient pressure tofkeep said fracture 
open, pumping a fracturing ?uid into'thejcther of said 
wells under su?icient pressure to produce ,a fracture at the 
,base of said other well, maintainingthe'?uid in said other 
wellounder su?‘icient' pressure to keep said fracture open, 
drilling a plurality of intermediate wellsibetween the in 
,put and output wells, pumping a fracturing, ?uid into the’ 

' V intermediate'wells under su?icient pressure to produce a 
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fracture aft-the base of each of said intermediate Wells and 
continuing to pump ?uid into the intermediatewells under ‘ 
su?icient pressure to maintain said fractures open until the 
fractures at the base of said intermediate wells are inter 
connected With each’ otherand with the fracture at the base 
of'said input .and'routputwells and then sealing the inter 
mediate wells and pumping aremroval liquid through the 
formation between the input and output wells to liquefy 
‘and remove mineral fromisjaid'formation.j ' 

3. The method of claim 2 in which said wells terminate 
‘at different/depths in' the formation and said communicat 
big fractures are at different levels in the formation. 
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4. The method of mining a mineral removable in liquid 
form from an underground formation between input and 
output wells which comprises drilling three wells into said 
formation, pumping a fracturing ?uid into the ?rst of said 
Wells under sufficient pressure to produce a fracture in 
the formation at the base of said well, pumping a fractur 
ing ?uid into the second of said wells under sufficient 
pressure to produce a fracture at the base of said second 
well, to communicate with the fracture at the base of said 
?I'S'i well, pumping a fracturing ?uid into the third well 
under su?icient pressure to produce a fracture at the base 
of said third well to communicate with the fracture at the 
base of said second well maintaining a sufficient pressure 
on the fracturing ?uid at the base of each of said wells, 
after the fracturing, to hydraulically support the formation 
above said fracture on the fracturing ?uid, pumping a 
removal ?uid through the formation between said wells 
until a clear path for a removal ?uid has been washed 
through between the ?rst and the last well in said series 
and then sealing the second well and pumping a removal 
?uid through the formation between the first and third 
wells to liquefy and remove mineral from said formation. 

5. The ‘method of mining a mineral removable in liquid 
form from an underground formation between input and 
output wells which comprises drilling a series of more than 
three wells into said formation, pumping a fracturing ?uid 
into the ?rst of said wells under su?icient pressure to pro 
duce a ?acture in the formation at the base of said well, 
pumping a fracturing ?uid into the second of said wells 
under sufficient pressure to produce a fracture at the base 
of said second well, to communicate with the fracture at 
the base of said ?rst well, pumping a fracturing ?uid into 
the next well in said series under sufficient pressure to 
produce a fracture ‘at the base of said next well to com 
municate with the fracture at the base of the preceding 
well in said series and continuing to fracture each well in 
said series until all the wells have been fractured and inter 
connected maintaining a sufficient pressure on the fractur 
ing ?uid at the base of each of said wells, after the frac 
turing, to support the formation above said fractures on 
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the fracturing ?uid, pumping a removal ?uid through the 
formation between said wells until a clear path for a re 
moval ?uid has been washed through between the ?rst and 
last well in said series and then sealing the intermediate 
wells in said series and pumping a removal ?uid through 
the formation between the ?rst and last well in said series 
to liquefy and remove mineral from said formation. 

6. The method of mining a mineral removable in liquid 
form from an underground formation between input and 
output wells, which comprises drilling wells into said 
formation, pumping a fracturing fluid into one ‘of said 
we is under su?icient pressure to produce a fracture in 
the formation at the base of said well, maintaining the 
?uid in said well under su?icient pressure to keep said 
fracture open, pumping a fracturing fluid into the other 
of said wells under suf?cient pressure to produce a frac 
ture at the base of said other well, maintaining the ?uid 

said other well under su?icient pressure to keep said 
fracture open, pumping a fracturing ?uid into an inter 
mediate well under sufficient pressure to produce a frac 
ture at the base of said intermediate well, maintaining the 
?uid in said intermediate well under sufficient pressure to 
keep said fracture open and continuing to pump ?uid into 
one of said wells until the fracture at the base of said inter 
medite well is interconnected with the fracture at the 
base of said input and output wells and then sealing the 
intermediate well and pumping a removal liquid through 
the formation between the input and output wells to lique 
fy and remove mineral from said formation. 
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